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In reply to Peter Layton’s correspondence regarding my commentary in the last 
edition of this journal, I would offer that I do not prescribe a specific approach 
to strategy. Rather, my piece explores and challenges existing paradigms. The 
commentary does not insist that anything in the severe game of strategy is an illu-
sion.22 However, it is better to focus more on developing good security strategies 
(grand or otherwise). The commentary does not dispute a classic understanding 
of grand strategy but rather contends that ongoing attempts to define grand 
strategy further are a distraction. A strategy should be specific in focus and, if 
necessary, supported by others. It may be that one strategy has initial primacy; 
and then, as it achieves desired outcomes, another becomes more important. 
They are dynamic and mutually supportive, rather than permanently subservient 
in the classic hierarchical structure. One should seek to broaden perspectives 
rather than narrow them.

Peter Layton’s observation of what is grand strategy can relate to all strategies. 
Indeed, time is an essential consideration for all security activities, as highlighted 
in my meta-framework. The commentary was written to raise a concern that 
a ‘classic’ approach can lead to trapping strategy in the military domain, the 
presumption of inevitable conflict.23 Hence, my support for The Copenhagen 

22 As footnoted in Peter Layton’s correspondence, footnote 1: Simon Reich and Peter Dombrowski, The End 
of Grand Strategy: US Maritime Operations in the 21st Century, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 2017, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7591/j.ctt1w0dbzt. Concerning strategy see: Richard K Betts, ‘Is Strategy an 
Illusion?’, International Security, 2000, 25(2):5–50.

23 Danny Quah, ‘A Thucydides Fallacy: The New Model of Power Relations for Southeast Asia, the US, and 
China’, The Diplomat, 27 July 2019, https://thediplomat.com/2019/07/a-thucydides-fallacy-the-new-model-
of-power-relations-for-southeast-asia-the-us-and-china/; Francis P Sempa, ‘How to Avoid the Thucydides 
Trap: The Missing Piece’, The Diplomat, 7 March 2018, https://thediplomat.com/2018/03/how-to-avoid-the-
thucydides-trap-the-missing-piece/.
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School is to demonstrate one possible alternative avenue to shifting such a 
perspective.

In recently writing an excellent tribute to the late Colin Gray, Lawrence Freedman 
noted that Gray accepted grand strategy in the classic view. Gray preferred 
J C Wylie’s definition of ‘strategy as a “plan of action designed to achieve some 
end; a purpose together with a system of measures for its accomplishments’’.’24 
Gray considered himself a strategist, but he doubted that a perfect definition 
could be found; why do we assume otherwise for grand strategy?

Near the conclusion of his paper, Freedman cites a significant point of divergence 
with Gray on the nature of a master strategist. ‘The only people who could be 
master strategists were political leaders, because they were the ones who had 
to cope with the immediate and often competing demands of disparate actors, 
diplomats as well as generals, ministers along with technical experts, close allies 
and possible supporters.’25 Freedman does not link such a person exclusively to 
grand strategy nor, in their debate, does Gray.

In a short commentary, there was not room to explore the linear and closed logic 
of ‘ways’, ‘means’, ‘ends’. Gray saw such an approach enduring. However, Sir 
Hew Strachan, in the first Sir Michael Howard memorial lecture, does challenge 
its origin (Clausewitz).26 Strachan posits that Howard sought a linear (and hence 
easy to teach the soldier) logic (ways to ends) that does not exist in On War, 
which relies on more complex juxtapositions (thesis/anti-thesis). However, in 
terms of human cognition in complex situations, such linear frameworks are 
by their very nature flawed (as is potentially any simple theoretical construct).27 
My recent consulting has confirmed to me that military minds under-appreciate 
how complex other disciplines are and what they could bring to strategy.28 Peter 
Layton touches on some of the benefits of looking at other disciplines. Still, this 
approach should not be unique to the top tier of a hierarchy. Additionally, I think 
there needs to be more than consideration of these approaches than as mere 
augmentations.

24 Lawrence Freedman, ‘Strategy’s Evangelist’, Naval War College Review, Winter 2021, 74(1): Article 4, p 17 (p 
6 of article 4), https://digital-commons.usnwc.edu/nwc-review/vol74/iss1/4.

25 Freedman, ‘Strategy’s Evangelist’, p 22 (p 11 of article 4); Although master strategists, political leaders are 
conspicuous by their absence as attendees at DSSC.

26 Sir Hew Strachan, ‘2020 Sir Michael Howard Centre Annual Lecture 2020’, Kings College London, https://
www.kcl.ac.uk/news/2020-sir-michael-howard-lecture-delivered-to-audience-of-500, 19 November 2020, 23 
minutes, available on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJBG1rQLzEQ&t=991s, 

27 Karl E. Weick, The Social Psychology of Organizing, Topics in Social Psychology, Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company, 1969.

28 To be fair the reverse applies as well but perhaps not as much as military personnel assume. 
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The continued reliance on established Western military strategy frameworks 
has not recently yielded near-optimal outcomes for the nations using them or 
those engaged.29 It may be the case that we have used such shiny tools as 
window dressing for ultimately self-serving, almost hollow rationales.30 As Chris 
MacGregor put it:

According to Hew Strachan, the word strategy has “…acquired 
a universality which has robbed it of meaning, and left it only 
with banalities”. The difficulty of definition and much semantic 
change has provoked misunderstanding and misinterpretation of 
its practice and strategy itself has thus been variously described 
as illusory or a lost art. In light of the blood and treasure lost in 
the western interventions into Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya this is 
significant and deserves investigation.31

As both Gray and Freedman agree, creating a worthy strategy is not easy, grand 
or otherwise; above all, it must be good. In my commentary, I proposed a meta-
framework of contextual, temporal, relational and ethical considerations to assist 
in that assessment and question a paradigm that has sat as ‘accepted’ wisdom 
for at least a century.32 I hope it encourages others to also question received 
wisdoms and not automatically seek safe harbour in architypes.

29 Alex Ward, ‘The Joint Chiefs Chair Just Gave a Brutally Honest Assessment of the Afghanistan War’, Vox 
(blog), 2 December 2020, https://www.vox.com/2020/12/2/22062808/milley-afghanistan-war-modicum-
brookings; Todd South, ‘Army’s Long-Awaited Iraq War Study Finds Iran Was the Only Winner in a Conflict 
That Holds Many Lessons for Future Wars’, Army Times, 18 Jan 2019, https://www.armytimes.com/news/
your-army/2019/01/18/armys-long-awaited-iraq-war-study-finds-iran-was-the-only-winner-in-a-conflict-that-
holds-many-lessons-for-future-wars/.

30 Ryan Noordally, ‘The British Army Has a Blackbelt in “Bullshito”’, Wavell Room, 19 Mar 2021, https://
wavellroom.com/2021/03/19/blackbelt-in-bullshito/. See points 3 and 4.

31 Chris MacGregor, ‘The Comprehensive Approach as a Collaborative Wrap to Strategy’, University of Reading, 
31 Jul 2012, p 14, https://chrismacgregor.academia.edu/research. Reference from MacGregor relating to this 
quote: 'See Betts, R. Is Strategy an Illusion? International Security, Vol. 25, No. 2 (Autumn, 2000), pp. 5-50 
; Stirrup, ACM Sir Jock. CDS Speech to RUSI, 2009; and Porter, Patrick. “Why Britain Doesn’t Do Grand 
Strategy”. RUSI Journal. Vol 155, No 5, Aug/Sept 2010. pp.6-12.'

32 And read more Gray, Strachan, Howard, and Freedman.
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